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Better Out Than In 
 
Let us pray…   
 
I don’t like to throw up.  I know, nobody likes to throw up, but I really hate it.  Don’t 
worry, I won’t keep saying, “throw up”, in case some of you are triggered by the mere 
words.  But it’s hard to hear a scripture passage about an exorcism without thinking 
about – you know.  Even if, like me, you’ve never seen the movie “The Exorcist” and its 
famous pea soup scene, you’ve heard about it.  So the two go together in our popular 
culture:  exorcism and (throw up). 
 
And it’s actually a reasonable correlation, for both are about getting rid of something 
that isn’t good for you, something that is damaging you from the inside.  Evil spirits and 
stomach virus, my mother’s words apply to both:  Better out than in. 
 
Of course, we don’t believe in possession by evil spirits.  Probably.  That’s just how 
people used to understand mental illness, or epilepsy, things like that.  Probably.  But 
it’s still a great story.  Jesus is teaching in the synagogue when a man comes up to him 
and calls out in a really creepy voice, “What have you to do with us, Jesus of Nazareth?  
Have you come to destroy us?  I know who you are, the Holy One of God.”  There’s this 
repetitive theme in scripture where the only ones who truly recognize Jesus’ connection 
to God are the evil spirits, as if all the bad guys knew Clark Kent was Superman.  And 
Jesus keeps shushing the evil spirits, as if to protect his secret identity.  But he also 
gets rid of the evil spirits for the poor guy who was tortured by then.  And the crowd is 
deeply impressed that the “unclean spirits” obey Jesus. 
 
But what relevance could such a story have for us today?  Especially us, today.  There 
are no unclean spirits here, no creepy voices crying out, nobody possessed in our 
midst.  Nothing we need to get rid of. 
 
Or maybe the unclean spirits have just learned to be way more subtle.  Maybe they 
don’t thrash around anymore, or yell randomly in public.  Maybe they’ve learned to be 
quiet, polite, stealthy, hide in plain sight.  Or maybe it’s true they never existed at all.  
But I think there are still some things we need to get rid of, stuff we need to let go of as 
much as any unclean spirit or stomach virus. 
 
Of course, that sounds like an easy sell:  who wants to hang on to unclean spirits or 
viruses?!  But it’s often the case that we’re quite attached to the things we need to let go 
of, like the tea in the Zen master’s cup and the ideas and attitudes of his guest.  Maybe 
I’m “possessed” by my need to be right, a fear of being wrong that makes it hard for me 
to hear, understand, and know those around me.  Or accumulation, the “stuff” I think I 
want so badly that I’ll sacrifice other values in order to get it and keep it.  Or reputation, 
an attachment to the way I want people to perceive me that forces me to hide my true 
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self.  If there are demons possessing us in 2018, or tea we need to pour out, maybe 
they’re things like these. 
 
Since we’re having our annual meeting after worship today, this week I’ve been 
reflecting on what we might need to get rid of in order to live out the mission of this 
congregation.  Which is?  Welcoming All, Caring for the World, Growing in the Spirit.   
 
So what might we need to get rid of in order to Welcome All?  How about the pursuit of 
our own comfort.  Of course we all want to be comfortable.  We want to be physically 
comfortable – say with our preferred room temperature and lighting.  We want to be 
spiritually comfortable – sing the hymns that match our theology and hear sermons that 
speak to where we’re at.  We want to be socially comfortable – surrounded by people 
who see the world the way we do and respond in predictable ways.  We want to be 
mentally comfortable – talk about things that interest us and hear perspectives that we 
agree with or that inspire or illuminate us.  But we know it’s not possible for two or more 
people to perfectly align on all these things; that’s why we say, in a community of faith, 
you shouldn’t feel fed or pleased with what’s going on more than 75% of the time – 
because the other 25% is for someone else.  So if we’re going to truly “welcome all” into 
our congregation, our neighborhoods, our lives, our hearts, we’re going to have to let go 
of the pursuit of our own comfort.  That means, in fact, that we’re going to be downright 
UNcomfortable on occasion, if not regularly.  We’re going to be challenged, stretched, 
and confused.  We’ll have to adjust and adapt and sometimes just wait it out.  We might 
miss the comfort, but I bet we’ll find bright joy in the unexpected companions who will 
journey with us.  
 
What might we need to let go of in order to practice Caring for the World?  How about 
having all the answers?  We have the best of intentions, and our own experiences and 
wisdom to draw on.  All of which can be really helpful, in the right place at the right time.  
But they can also be the exact opposite of helpful.  “Caring for the World” might mean 
addressing a huge issue like hunger, or helping another parishioner who is grieving, and 
everything in between.  And when confronting the pain and struggles of another, it’s so 
easy to think we know how to help.  The “solutions” can seem so obvious from where 
we stand.  How many times have I thought, “All your problems would be solved if you 
moved to assisted living,” or “Just tell your kid ‘No!’” or “I’ve got the perfect book for 
you!”.  It’s easier to come up with answers and jump into action than stop, and listen, 
and feel what the other is going through, and pay attention to what they are actually 
asking for.  This past Wednesday UCC Boxborough co-sponsored a presentation by 
Debby Irving, author of Waking Up White.  In her book and presentation, Irving talks 
about her well-intentioned but (ironically) paternalistic attempts to “help” inner-city kids 
of color.  It took her a long time to learn to listen to black and brown people and stop 
doing damage via her “heroics”.  If we’re going to Care for the World in a way that the 
world will actually experience as caring, in ways that might actually make a difference, 
we’re going to have to get rid of the demon that makes us think we have all the 
answers.  But we’ll learn so much in the process. 
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Speaking of which, what about Growing in the Spirit?  In order to practice this aspect of 
our ministry, what will we need to get rid of?  I reflected on this question a lot this week, 
and I didn’t like what I came up with.  I feel like the demon here is control.  And oh my, I 
like control; I like a plan, I think I confessed that recently.  But key points in my ministry 
have been defined by the upsetting wisdom “We plan:  God laughs.”  I’d like “growing in 
the spirit” of the bonsai variety:  directed and decided.  Meanwhile, I fear “growing in the 
spirit” is more like a rainforest, varied and wild and free.  I daresay we’re all here at least 
in part because we want to grow spiritually.  But our definition of “spiritual growth” and 
God’s might be quite different.  Maybe we want to be more grounded, more biblically 
literate, pray more often, practice gratitude more frequently, etc.  Nice, polite, orderly 
spiritual growth.  And then God turns us upside down.  God messes up our belief 
system, makes us think about quitting our job or giving away our money, gets us 
marching and writing letters and practicing being an “upstander”.  Or we find ourselves 
filled with doubt, wandering in the “dark night of the soul”, questioning everything we 
thought we knew, feeling lost and alone.  Or everything gets opened wider, and we are 
amazed to find God in everyone and everything and an hour of “spirit” on Sunday 
morning isn’t enough, we want it woven through our week, our day, our every breath, 
and it has nothing to do with church or religion and everything to do with All That Is.   
Who knows where Growing in the Spirit will take us?  It’s a journey I don’t think we’re in 
control of, like it or not, so the sooner we let go of the control, the sooner the journey 
can begin. 
 
Does it sound hard, getting rid of all these habits, desires, perspectives?  It does to me, 
because it is.  So thank goodness we don’t do it alone.  That’s the powerful promise of 
our scripture reading this morning:  God is with us, a partner and a guide, as we seek to 
be free of our “demons”, especially the ones we’re really fond of.  God is at work in our 
world and our lives, as we practice, again and again, letting go of anything that 
possesses us.  And when we empty out all that separates us from God, each other, and 
our true selves, the cup will overflow once again, but now with light-giving, life-giving 
love.   
 
So – rhetorical question here – what are your demons?  What do you need to get rid of, 
what do you want God to help take away?  That’s the first step, that self-examination, 
that awareness of what needs to come out.  Take time, this week, for that intentional 
reflection.  And let’s be clear, this isn’t about guilt or shame, finding those parts of you 
that are “wrong” or “bad”.  In our scripture reading this morning, the “unclean spirits” 
cried out to Jesus, recognized his connection to God.  Often it’s the very things that 
burden us, the demons within, the tea filling the cup, that also bring us closer to God.  
They serve a purpose.  But then we can let them go, and be free.  With the help of the 
God who loves us, every step of the way.  So let go of the demons, and feel God’s love 
rushing in.  Amen. 
 


